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Abstract: In the last two decades, great strides have been made in developing alternative methods to
animal testing for regulatory and safety testing. In 2021, a breakthrough in regulatory testing was
achieved in that the first test strategies employing non-animal test methods for skin sensitization
have been accepted as OECD guideline 497, which falls under the mutual acceptance of data (MAD)
by OECD member states. Achieving this goal was a story of hard work and perseverance of the
many people involved. This review gives an overview of some of the many aspects and timelines
this entailed—just from the perspective of one stakeholder. In the end, the true grit of all involved
allowed us to achieve not only a way forward in using test strategies for skin sensitization, but also a
new approach to address other complex toxicological effects without the use of animals in the future.

Keywords: skin sensitization; OECD guideline 497; nonanimal methods; new approach methodologies
(NAMs); testing strategies; “two out of three”

1. Introduction

According to the EU Cosmetic Regulation (EU 2009) a “cosmetic product means any
substance or mixture intended to be placed in contact with the external parts of the human
body (epidermis, hair system, nails, lips and external genital organs) or with the teeth and
the mucous membranes of the oral cavity with a view exclusively or mainly to cleaning
them, perfuming them, changing their appearance, protecting them, keeping them in good
condition or correcting body odours”. Similar definitions can be found in other regulatory
frameworks, and these definitions govern products placed on the market in that region.
Cosmetic products therefore include not only decorative cosmetics but also products such
as shampoos, skin creams, toothpastes, deodorants and sunscreens. Safety is fundamental
for any product placed on the market, and for cosmetics the risk of adverse health effects
could be high because of the often high and frequent exposure. This is one reason why
the Scientific Committee on Consumer Safety published the SCCS Notes of Guidance for
Testing of Cosmetic Ingredients and their Safety Evaluation and regularly updates them
(currently the 11th revision [1]).

The most prominent adverse reactions to topically applied substances are irritation
and sensitization. This makes the identification of potential hazards arising from skin
or eye contact an essential endpoint in safety assessments, not only for the consumer
setting, but also for the workplace. Consequently, identification of the irritation and
sensitization potentials of a substance are core requirements for chemical registrations in
many national legislations. With the animal testing ban and concomitant marketing ban
imposed by the EU Cosmetics Regulation [2], as of 2013, no animal testing on formulations
or their ingredients for the purposes of the regulation are allowed. This, along with the
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increased ethical concerns on animal testing [3], makes non-animal approaches to assess
these endpoints essential.

For a raw materials supplier, further regulations also exist, the most prominent in
Europe probably being EU Regulation (EC) No. 1907/2006 on the Registration, Evaluation,
Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals (REACH) [4] and the European Classification,
Labelling and Packaging of substances and mixtures (CLP) [5]. According to the European
Chemicals Agency (ECHA), animal testing requirements continue to apply to tests needed
to assess the risks of exposure by workers even if a substance is registered exclusively
for cosmetic use [6]. REACH and the Cosmetic Regulation are also sometimes conflicting
regarding animal testing. Recently, 3206 dossiers were identified in the REACH database
on substances with cosmetic use, of which 419 report cosmetics as the only use [7].

As mentioned, these regulations first affect a raw materials manufacturer, as they apply
to the raw material, and potential health hazards are not only of concern to consumers but
for workers as well. In general, standardized approaches are used in regulatory toxicology
to assess a specific toxicological endpoint. Over the years, the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD) has been instrumental in setting international
standards for testing. The OECD facilitates mutual acceptance of data (MAD) by OECD
member states if results were obtained by methods which were validated, accepted for
regulatory use and translated into standardized OECD test guidelines. Results of tests
conducted under Good Laboratory Practice (GLP) and according to an OECD test guideline
then have international validity and fall under MAD.

Regulatory acceptance is needed to ensure that new methods are really applied. Yet,
science often develops at a different pace than does the regulatory landscape. Often,
regulations lag behind, and this is a disadvantage for new approach methods (NAM) [8],
and this has fashioned a call for closing the gap between regulatory chemicals testing and
modern safety science [9]. Since regulations themselves can sometimes be decades old,
they have not always been sufficiently adapted to and updated with scientific progress
made. Recently, “a big step forward” [10] was taken to close this gap: The first toxicological
testing strategies for skin sensitization hazard assessment without the use of animal testing
was approved by the OECD. The new OECD Guideline (GL) No. 497, Guideline on Defined
Approaches for Skin Sensitisation, is the first OECD GL to include defined approaches
(DAs), a new type of (non-test) guideline that uses combined information from non-animal
methods to provide toxicological information for hazard and/or potency assessments [11].

The following is a time-lapse view of the events leading to OECD GL 497 from
the perspective of just one of the many stakeholders involved and with a focus on the
“2 out of 3” DA for skin sensitization hazard assessments. This DA is based on NAMs
that had previously been adopted by the OECD, whereas two additional DAs include in
silico information, and are somewhat less accurate in terms of hazard identification but
can provide some additional information on potency. People who are not involved in the
regulatory acceptance process rarely have any appreciation of how long it takes, and how
much work goes into it. This review aims at giving the reader an idea of the adventure of
bridging the gap and testing the “grit” of everybody involved in various ways.

2. Setting the Scene

The main aim of toxicological testing is to reliably predict adverse effects in humans.
For this purpose, tests are performed on animals in vivo, or by utilizing cell culture,
interactions with biomacromolecule, etc., in vitro. However, these are all imperfect proxies
for humans—for one, animals are not humans, and cells, although often human origin,
are not the whole organism. Often—and fortunately—data on toxic effects in humans are
missing and only animal data are available. Hence, new in vitro methods are developed
using existing animal in vivo data as a reference. For skin sensitization, unlike almost all
other toxicological effects, a good number of good human data is available. Hence, results
from the standard animal tests and non-animal approach can be compared to actual human
skin sensitizing potentials of test substances [12,13].
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As each in vitro method represents only a small part of an organism or pathway, in
general, several methods need to be combined to address complex toxicological effects.
We hence need to understand the molecular and cellular events leading to a toxic effect to
develop and combine the corresponding methods:

Allergic contact dermatitis (ACD) develops in two phases: (1) the sensitization (or in-
duction) phase which develops after the first contact with an allergen, but no visible
symptoms occur, and (2) the elicitation (or challenge) phase in which, after renewed con-
tact with the allergen, the actual allergy occurs. Most chemicals of low molecular weight
(generally considered to be a molecule size below 500 Da) cannot be recognized by our
immune system; in order to trigger skin sensitization (the first of two phases leading to
skin allergy), they need to bind to proteins of the skin. The altered skin proteins are the
actual antigens leading to delayed type (Type IV, according to Gell [14]) skin sensitization.
Usually, the immune system only responds to foreign or altered haptens or proteins if
they are also dangerous. These “danger signals” [15] are needed to signal that some stress
or injury to the skin has occurred and may be associated with the presence of a foreign
protein. Once a protein has been altered in the skin by binding to the test substance, it can
be recognized as “foreign” by specialized immune cells in the skin, the antigen presenting
cells (e.g., dendritic cells). If these cells recognize a foreign protein in the context of “dan-
ger”, they start to change their appearance, they mature, and migrate to the lymph node.
There, the mature antigen presenting cells present the altered protein to the T cells and the
immune response is initiated.

The process from the first contact of human skin with a substance to the outbreak of an
ACD upon a repeated contact is what in modern toxicology is called an adverse outcome
pathway (AOP) and the major steps involved are termed “key events”. The AOP for skin
sensitization was one of the first AOPs described in human toxicology [16]. Classical
toxicology for testing the adverse outcome was, and still is, often done in animals upon
test substance exposure; the guinea pig assays (OECD TG 406 [17]) giving information
on both the sensitization and induction phases, and the local lymph node assay (LLNA,
OECD TG 429 [18]) assessing the sensitization phase only. Testing one test substance in the
LLNA requires at least twenty mice and, until 2018, an estimated 33,000 mice were used for
skin sensitization testing under REACH [19].

By identifying the key events of an AOP, this offers testing possibilities assessing these
using nonanimal tests instead. The well-described skin sensitization AOP (OECD 2014)
was the basis to develop the “2 out of 3” testing strategy. Several companies had already
developed various in vitro methods to test for specific key events of the AOP; selected test
methods have been adopted by the OECD since 2015 (described in OECD TGs 442C, 442D
and 442E [20–22]), more methods are in the approval process, and the first OECD-adopted
defined approach was published in 2021 as OECD GL 497 [11].

How did we get there—prepare yourself for a long story . . . .

3. Embarking on the Journey

When we started looking into non-animal alternatives to skin sensitization testing,
we were not sure how long it would take to develop something useful and if we would
be successful at all. Skin sensitization is a complex process involving different cell types,
tissues and processes. Up to then, nothing that complex had been addressed by NAMs. As,
however, a good understanding of the underlying biological mechanisms leading to the
development of skin sensitization and allergies was already available, starting from scratch
was not necessary. Furthermore, other research groups and companies in particular were
also looking into this and a number of methods had already been published both in in vitro
methods [23] and computational methods (in silico; [24]). Following a careful review and
evaluation, four methods out of all assays available at that time were selected [25]. Luckily,
the methods selected were already quite mature and were later included in OECD TG
442C (Key Event-Based Test Guideline for in chemico skin sensitisation assays addressing
the Adverse Outcome Pathway Key Event on Covalent Binding to Proteins, [22]), OECD
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TG 442D (Key Event-Based Test Guideline for in vitro sensitisation assays addressing the
AOP key event on keratinocyte activation, [20]), and/or OECD TG 442E (In vitro skin
sensitisation assays addressing the key event on activation of dendritic cells on the adverse
outcome pathway for skin sensitisation [21]).

Having made the selection of methods deemed to be most developed and relevant, we
got the methods up and running, and initiated an in-house validation of the methods [25].
The methods selected addressed known mechanisms involved in the sensitization pathway
AOP described by the OECD [16]. The Direct Peptide Reactivity Assay (DPRA; [26])
addressed the protein binding needed for haptenization, the KeratinoSensTM and LuSens
assays looked at the signals keratinocytes emit upon contact with potential sensitizers [27],
and the dendritic cell activation tests, and the human cell line activation test (h-CLAT) and
the modified myeloid U937 skin sensitisation test (mMUSST) assays, detected maturation
markers essential to activate T-cell responses [28–30]. The results for 23 test substances from
the different methods were then compared to the gold standard animal test method—the
local lymph node assay (LLNA), but also with human data where available. The results
looked promising [25].

Feeling quite confident, that we had selected the right assays, we embarked on the
next leg of our journey—full of drive and optimism. Additional substances were tested,
and the decision was made to look into mechanistic AOP-based combinations of these
assays to come to an overall conclusion. The strategies (later to be called data interpreta-
tion procedures (DIP) in the context of DAs) were based on the known events described
above, but proof was needed that this testing strategy using only three assays predicts skin
sensitization potentials in humans at least as well as the animal test. This was done in 2011
and published in [31]. In the presented study, the testing strategy using a prediction model
based on the outcome of “2 of out of 3” methods addressing the key events driving the
classification (two negative results indicating a non-sensitizer, two positives indicating a
sensitizer; Figure 1) ultimately provided reliable data with which to predict skin sensitiza-
tion in humans. This strategy actually demonstrated a better predictivity than the “gold
standard” animal test (LLNA; OECD TG 429 [18]). At this point, we were assured that a
skin sensitization testing strategy without the use of animals was possible. We therefore
submitted the “2 out of 3” strategy to EURL ECVAM for evaluation in 2011 but were put
on hold due to the pre-validation and validation studies with NAMs for skin sensitization
taking place at that time.
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Figure 1. The “2 out of 3” prediction model. Two concordant results of the test methods (DPRA,
KeratinoSens or LuSens and h-CLAT or mMUSST) addressing a combination of the first three key
events (KE a, b and c) determine the outcome. The sequence of conduct is irrelevant for the prediction.
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In parallel, the OECD had been working on defining an “official” AOP “The Adverse
Outcome Pathway for Skin Sensitisation Initiated by Covalent Binding to Proteins” [16],
which was then first published in 2012. It formally defined the key events of the processes
leading to skin sensitization and allergy. These included the key events mentioned above,
namely, the protein binding, keratinocyte and dendritic cell activation and the resulting
T-cell responses (Figure 2). This confirmed that we were moving in the right direction. In
the following years, more and other AOP-based DAs were introduced and later published
as case studies for the “Guidance Document on the Reporting of Defined Approaches and
Individual Information Sources to be Used within Integrated Approaches to Testing and
Assessment (IATA) for Skin Sensitisation” [32].
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Figure 2. The adverse outcome pathway for skin sensitization and examples of test methods (non-
exhaustive) (reproduced from [33] according to [16]).

So, we gritted our teeth and used the delay to further evaluate the methods, and the
predictivity of the methods and the “2 out of 3” strategy itself by expanding the data sets.
To this accord, we combined forces (and data, Table 1) with other companies and published
more data in 2015 [13]. In the meantime, the methods we were using were adopted by the
OECD and were included in OECD 442C, D and later E. At that point, it was clear that
predicting human skin sensitization without using animals is possible.

Table 1. Predictivity of single in vitro methods, the “2 out of 3” approach and the in vivo LLNA
compared to human data. a Table reproduced under CC-BY from [13].

Chemical Set and
Reference Data

Subset B

Human Data a LLNA Data

Cooper Statistics Se b [%] Sp b [%] Acc b [%] n Se b [%] Sp b [%] Acc b [%] n

“2 out of 3” WoE approach 90 90 90 101 81 83 82 103

DPRA 84 84 84 102 77 85 79 105

KeratinoSensTM 82 84 82 102 74 73 74 103

h-CLAT 89 64 82 98 86 68 81 101

LuSens 78 79 79 60 73 70 71 62

(m)MUSST 74 88 78 85 71 83 75 87

LLNA 91 64 82 111 - - - -
a α-amyl cinnamic aldehyde, α-hexyl cinnamic aldehyde and 6-methyl coumarin could not finally be evaluated as
human sensitizers or non-sensitizers and were thus rated as “borderline” b Se, sensitivity; Sp, specificity; Acc,
accuracy; n, number of substances analyzed.
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The next and last step was to convince the regulatory community that this is a reliable
approach, and a non-animal testing strategy can be adopted for regulatory use. We did
not expect this to take so many years, but we appreciate that methods intended to test
for human health hazards require meticulous scrutiny and that the concept of non-animal
testing strategies (or DAs), rather than single assays, was new. Along this way of gaining
trust and acceptance, several issues had to be clarified, like the applicability to pre- and pro-
haptens [34,35], the uncertainties associated with these methods [36,37] and also a careful
review of the human data which were used as a reference [38]. Many other papers were also
published by the various groups, and more and more information was made available to
the scientific and regulatory communities. This included data covering LLNA and human
test results, in vitro, in silico and in chemico results, and of course their predictivities
(reviewed in, e.g., [12,39]).

4. The Concomitantly Changing Regulatory Landscape

Formal validation to establish and adopt an OECD test guideline was and is often
conducted in association with validation centers such as EURL-ECVAM in Europe, the
Interagency Coordinating Committee on the Validation of Alternative Methods (ICCVAM)
in the US, the Japanese Center for the Validation of Alternative Methods (JaCVAM) in
Japan, etc. The formal validation process at the time was a resource consuming process,
which was made evident by the workflow found on the EURL ECVAM’s Validation Process
website [40]. An example of typical steps within the EU in the process leading to the OECD
adoption of a test method is depicted in Figure 3 (an example of a workflow only). Even
in its simplified depiction, it is probably evident that the whole procedure is/was quite
complex. Over the years, some steps have been simplified, responsibilities have changed,
etc., thereby speeding up the process.
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The OECD test guideline (TG) numbers and structure were originally dedicated to
an individual test method and which were often considered to be “stand-alone” methods.
Following the publication of the AOP, some OECD TG numbers were then used to denote
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the key event and tests addressing that key event are now clustered under the same OECD
TG No., e.g., OECD TG 442C (peptide binding); OECD 442D (keratinocyte activation)
and OECD TG 442E (dendritic cell activation). Unfortunately, and in contrast to animal
tests, in vitro tests were not considered to be stand-alone methods and combinations were
considered necessary. Yet, combinations and strategies did not fall under the MAD criteria
as those back then only covered individual TGs not combinations thereof. In addition,
other requirements, such as the definition of proficiency chemicals, etc., were implemented
in the nonanimal test methods. More hurdles to be overcome and more time that needed to
be invested. A list of currently available NAMs to assess skin sensitization can be found in
Table 2. More tests are in the process of being evaluated, and, if deemed suitable, will then
be integrated in updated OECD TGs.

Table 2. OECD-adopted NAMs to test skin sensitization potential.

OECD (Test) Guideline
Key Event Addressed Last Updated AOP-Based Test

Method or DA Outcome

OECD TG 442C
Key Event 1

(peptide/protein binding)
2021

DPRA yes/no information on KE1
as part of an integrated assessment

ADRA yes/no information on KE1
as part of an integrated assessment

kDPRA
quantitative potency information as stand-alone

or part of an integrated assessment:
Cat a 1A or Cat 1B/NS

OECD TG 442D
Key Event 2

(Keratinocyte responses)
2018

Keratinos ensTM yes/no information on KE2
as part of an integrated assessment

LuSens yes/no information on KE2
as part of an integrated assessment

OECD TG 442E
Key Event 3

(monocyte/dendritic cell responses)
2018

h-CLAT yes/no information on KE3
as part of an integrated assessment

U-SENSTM yes/no information on KE3
as part of an integrated assessment

IL-8 Luc yes/no information on KE3
as part of an integrated assessment

OECD GL 497
Combining

Key Events 1, 3 and/or 2
2021

2 out of 3 non-sensitizer
or non-sensitizer

ITS v1 and v2 non-sensitizer
or sensitizer (Cat 1A or 1B)

a Category (Cat) 1A, 1B and nonsensitizer (NS) according to Classification, Labelling and Packaging of substances
and mixtures (CLP) Regulation (CE) 1272/2008 [5]; AOP: adverse outcome pathway; DA: defined approach; GL:
guideline; ITS integrated testing strategy; KE: key event; TG: test guideline.

Over the years, there was also quite a bit of confusion created by the different use of
terminologies, with integrated testing strategies (ITS), weight of evidence (WoE), integrated
approaches to testing and assessment (IATA), etc., being used interchangeably depending
on the authors and context but people understanding something different [8]. The OECD,
along with EURL-ECVAM and other stakeholders, then made the effort to not only harmo-
nize terminology but also reporting templates [32] with the aim of facilitating regulatory
acceptance by harmonized reporting. The guidance document “Guidance Document on
the Reporting of Defined Approaches and Individual Information Sources to be Used
within Integrated Approaches to Testing and Assessment (IATA) for Skin Sensitisation”
was then published in 2016 [32]. As a very general delineation of the terms, IATA used to
describe the full decision tree leading to classification and/or risk assessments. The current
OECD working definition of an IATA is as follows: “a structured approach used for haz-
ard identification (potential), hazard characterisation (potency) and/or safety assessment
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(potential/potency and exposure) of a chemical or group of chemicals, which strategically
integrates and weights all relevant data to inform regulatory decision regarding potential
hazard and/or risk and/or the need for further targeted testing and therefore optimising
and potentially reducing the number of tests that need to be conducted”. The term “Defined
Approaches” (DAs) was used to describe fixed testing strategies, e.g., ITS (information
from tests is gathered in parallel) and sequential testing strategies (STS; information is
gathered in a sequential manner), and that are based on defined data integration procedures
(DIP, i.e., the fixed prediction model is based on a certain algorithm defined prior to test-
ing). WoE is then used to describe a non-formalized procedure primarily based on expert
judgement and the available data and having bearing on hazard and risk assessments.
Case studies, including the “2 out of 3” approach, illustrating how to report these testing
strategies and the information sources were also published [42,43].

In the meantime, REACH had also come into full force in 2018, and with the acceptance
of the nonanimal methods by the OECD, animal welfare considerations, etc., testing using
animal methods became a “last resort” and justification is needed to conduct them. Finally,
in 2018, the USA concluded that the “2 out of 3” was suitable [44]—the finishing line was
coming into sight.

5. Heading down to the Finish Line: OECD GL 497

We started developing and validating new non-animal methods and the DA combin-
ing these methods in 2009. In 2011 this was submitted to EURL-ECVAM for validation
and subsequent submission to the OECD. This was the first testing strategy, now called
“defined approach”, submitted to OECD; before only single experimental methods, but
not a combination of several methods, had been submitted. Hence, it took until 2017
for the DA to be entered in the OECD working plan and it took another four years of
discussions and data analysis at the OECD expert group before OECD GL 497 [11] was
finally approved [45]. During this extended period of time, further efforts were put into
the comprehensive curation and analysis of existing animal and human data within the
OECD expert group (Table 3). In addition, this time period was also spent to discuss the
new concept of DAs (rather than just single methods), and several fundamental questions
with adopting a new concept had to be cleared in these discussions.

Table 3. Predictivity of the LLNA compared to human data a (Table reproduced under CC-BY from
(Natsch et al., 2021).

Sensitivity [%] Specificity [%] Balanced
Accuracy [%] n

Bauch et al., 2012 [31] 96 81 88 50
Urbisch et al., 2015 [13] 91 64 77.5 111

Hoffmann et al., 2018 and
Kleinstreuer et al., 2018 [38,46] 85.2 50.0 67.6 128

OECD LLNA database [11]
vs. human data [47] 99 39 69 96

OECD database [11] 94 22 58 56
a For consistency, values are provided with the same number of decimals as reported in the respective
original publications.

Everyone who wants or needs to obtain information about the skin sensitization of
a new, yet untested, substance can and should use this testing strategy if the substance
is amenable to testing using the OECD test methods. Since it has been adopted by the
OECD and all OECD member countries, it will accept results from this testing strategy if
it was performed under GLP. Usually, many non-OECD countries adhere to this as well.
Some OECD countries adopted DAs before the OECD did; the US EPA issued its Interim
Science Policy: Use of Alternative Approaches for Skin Sensitization as a Replacement for
Laboratory Animal Testing [48].
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There are, however, technical limitations of the non-animal testing methods; for
example, test substances which are insoluble in water do not work well in these methods.
In addition, there are test substances for which the validity of the results has not been
adequately demonstrated, like mixtures. Some of these limitations are also described in the
newer OECD TG documents. It is important to recognize the limitations of the methods—
really of any method—since this is true for the animal test alike. The constant development
of new tests may prove beneficial to address some of these limitations, e.g., when testing
“difficult substances”, the use reconstructed human epidermis (RhE) models (e.g., SENS-IS
or IL-18 methodologies) allow better testing of lipophilic substances [23,49,50], or the use
of “omics” to identify combinations of genomic markers that may better identify some
sensitizing substances (e.g., GARD; [51,52]), or methods that can be used to determine
sensitizing potency (e.g., kDPRA, [53,54])—and the future holds more good methods for
non-animal sensitization testing.

In the end, true grit of all involved allowed us to achieve not only a testing strategy
to test for skin sensitization without animals but also a new approach to address other
complex toxicological effects without animals in the future.

6. Looking Forward

Modern toxicology certainly involves in vitro testing in human-relevant non-animal
models, and hence studying key events that eventually lead to toxic effects observed in
animals and humans is here to stay.

AOPs provide a framework to recognize and address these key events leading to toxic
effects, and testing strategies—more precisely DAs, as they are called by the OECD—provide
a way to utilize results of non-animal testing methods addressing the key events of an AOP
to obtain an overall assessment of the toxic effect. The testing strategy (or DA) on skin
sensitization is therefore a vanguard of new non-animal testing strategies of the future.
Nowadays, the use of AOPs and DAs is inevitably included in designing potential testing
strategies (DAs) along with the new methods. Nowadays, the terminology “New approach
method (NAMs)”, i.e., in vitro, in chemico and in silico methods has become a buzzword
and is found in numerous publications (e.g., [12,55]).

Another way to replace animal testing is called “grouping”. If we can define a group
of substances which is sufficiently similar, we may assume the same toxicological profile
for all substances in that group—and if we know the toxicity of one representative of
this group, the other substances do not have to be tested. This can obviously spare a
lot of animal testing. This method has evolved from a quick and dirty data-filling to an
elaborated and well-founded tool [56]. The question is how to decide if substances are
“sufficiently similar” to be grouped together. Among chemical and physical properties
and functionalities, in vitro toxicity testing can provide data on similar biological effects
of different substances to justify their grouping. This concept has recently been used for
nanomaterials (cf. [57]). This concept can be widened to using the available information
not only on one similar substance but all the available toxicological information to predict
the toxicity of a yet not tested substance. This is what computational toxicology is doing in
applying prediction models to toxicological big data [58]. Again, computational methods
fortified by biological information obtained from non-animal testing may be the most
promising tool [59].

Recently, ECHA estimated the end of animal testing in regulatory toxicology to be
more than forty years away (Dr. Hansen speaking at an 18 May virtual forum organised
by the Green Chemistry and Commerce Council (GC3), reported by Chemical Watch on
3rd June 2021). This is also what we calculated if we continued replacing one animal
method at a time at the current pace. However, trying to find perfect replacements for
animal methods, which are imperfect models of humans anyway, may not be the best way.
The current risk assessment practice and the regulations of chemicals are based on animal
testing and the methodology is designed and fit for animal data. We should look at a system
for risk assessment and chemical regulation which is accommodating data obtained from
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non-animal methods and existing toxicological data. This will certainly enable replacement
of animal testing before four more decades pass by. If we do it right, it will also provide
more accurate data and data which are more relevant for human risk assessment. This
will also be of importance as the number of countries implementing animal testing bans
for cosmetics is increasing globally, and a call for a global ban has even been submitted to
the United Nations. Use of animal testing for other sectors is also becoming increasingly
difficult. As such, the adoption of non-animal testing strategies to assess human hazards
and risks is becoming indispensable. The breakthrough made with OECD test guideline
497 will pave the way to someday making animal testing obsolete.
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